IJATM AUTHOR CHECKLIST

Final checklists before you submit your article/revised version for the possible publication in the IJATM:

- 1. Forwarding letter
- 2. Authorship
- 3. Declaration
- 4. Manuscript (Specific instructions for related HEADINGS have been mention in the “Manuscript” file). Article Title Page is to be separately uploaded for Blind Review Purpose.
  - 4.a Article Title Page
  - 4.b Article Abstract - Text Page
- 5. Ethical Approval letter/ Consent Letter
  - If you have submitted mention document (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) above, when you first submitted your article then you don’t need to re-submit but if there is change in the authorship or related then you have to re-submit it.
  - Article presentation and format designed as per I. IJATM Manuscript Policy-Categorization of Article.

- 6. Language and grammar properly mentioned.
  - Abbreviations spelt out in full for the first time. No any abbreviation in abstract.
  - Numerals at the beginning of the sentence spelt out
  - Avoid repetition of same words and waste words

- 7. Tables and figures.
  - Actual numbers from which graphs drawn, provided
  - Figures necessary and of good quality (colour)
  - Table and figure numbers in Arabic letters (not Roman)
  - Figure legends provided (not more than 40 words)
  - Patients’ privacy maintained (if not, written permission enclosed)
  - Credit note for borrowed figures/tables provided

- 8. RESEARCH ARTICLE / CASE REPORT … Format /Templates maintained.
  - Has followed comments instructions.
  - Has prepared the article as per the Template Outline.